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SPARKLING WINE & CHAMPAGNE 

32  PELEGRIM SPARKLING WINE                                               125ml £9.95 - bottle £49.50 

England ABV 11.5% 

Creamy and soft with plenty of peachy fruit, apple peel 

and toast. A double gold medal winner at the London 

Sommelier awards. 

 

30  PROSECCO                                               125ml £5.95 - bottle £36.00 

Italy ABV 11%   

Fine bubbles with creamy stone fruit and refreshing acidity  

31  GUSTAVE ROCHE CHAMPAGNE                                        125ml £10.95 - bottle £49.50 

France ABV 12% 

Dry with a lovely balance of citrus peel, hazelnut and  

toasted brioche   

33  BAUCHET ‘SEDUCTION’ ROSÉ CHAMPAGNE NV          bottle £75.00 

France ABV 12.5%                         

Produced using predominantly Chardonnay, this Champagne 

Balances notes of creamy blackberry fruit, zesty grapefruit and  

a delicate nutty core. 

34  CHAMPAGNE GARDET NV HALF BOTTLE                          half bottle £39.95 

France ABV 12% 

This Pinot Noir rich Champagne lends a fantastic depth of flavour 

with notes of toasted hazelnut balanced against vibrant acidity 

35 BARONS DE ROTHSCHILD CHAMPAGNE NV                                  bottle £89.95 

France ABV 12% 

Sourced from predominantly Grand Cru parcels, this stunning 

Champagne boasts layers of complexity with a relentless nutty finish 

36 BARONS DE ROTHSCHILD BLANC DE BLANC 2008                      bottle £295.00 

France ABV 12% 

Produced using fruit collected from Grand Cru parcels of land this 

incredible Champagne reveals an astonishing nose of grilled brioche, 

lemon peel, white peach, macadamia, and bread dough. The palate 

is seamless and rich with layers of exotic fruit and roasted nuts. 
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ROSÉ WINE BY THE GLASS 

 

20  GRAN VERANO CARMENÈRE ROSÉ              175ml £5.50 - 250ml £7.50 - bottle £22.95 

Chile ABV 13.5%           

Ripe red cherry with a touch of sweet spice and a 

raspberry filled finish. 

21         CÔTES DE PROVENCE ROSÉ                                          175ml £6.95 - 250ml £9.50 - bottle £29.95 

             France ABV 13% 

             Bursting with fresh strawberry and watermelon notes  

22  LOS VASCOS ROSÉ                 175ml £6.95 - 250ml £9.50 - bottle £29.95 

Chile ABV% 13.5%                                        

A crisp and elegant rosé with a surprising depth of flavour 

23  LOVE BY LÉOUBE              175ml £8.50 - 250ml £11.95 - bottle £34.95 

France ABV% 13%                            

A truly stunning Provence Rosé with notes of watermelon, 

strawberry and salted lime. The palate is crisp yet beautifully 

textured with a long intense finish. 
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 WHITE WINE BY THE GLASS 

MISTY COVE SAUVIGNON BLANC             175ml £7.95 - 250ml £10.95 - bottle £30.00 

New Zealand ABV 12.5%                  

This is classic Marlborough Sauvignon, no room for subtlety  

on the nose; instead, an explosion of lime juice and nectarine  

with a beautifully elegant palate and long lingering finish 

GRAN VERANO SAUVIGNON BLANC                175ml £5.50 - 250ml £7.50 - bottle £22.95 

Chile ABV 13.5% 

Crisp and aromatic with notes of lemon peel, grapefruit, 

white flowers and lime. In the mouth it’s zippy and fresh 

GRAN VERANO CHARDONNAY                          175ml £5.50 - 250ml £7.50 - bottle £22.95 

Chile ABV 13.5% 

This highly expressive Chardonnay boasts an array of rich  

citrus and stone fruit with a textured mouthfeel, not a trace 

of oak in sight! 

MARSANNE VIOGNIER                              175ml £5.50 - 250ml £7.75 - bottle £23.95 

France ABV 12.5% 

A lovely combination of floral and apricot on the nose with a  

weighty mouthfeel and long ripe finish. 

PICPOUL DE PINET                           175ml £7.25 - 250ml £9.50 - bottle £25.95 

France ABV 12.5% 

This fashionable varietal possesses crisp citrus and floral notes,  

with lip-smacking acidity and a clean zesty palate. 

 

THE FOLLOWING WINES ARE SERVED USING CORAVIN TECHNOLOGY WHICH ENABLES US TO 

ACCESS THE WINE WITHOUT REMOVING THE CORK – THIS ENSURES THAT EACH GLASS REACHES THE 

CUSTOMER IN PERFECT CONDTION WITHOUT ANY SIGN OF OXIDATION   

 

SANCERRE JEAN THOMAS                    125ml £9.95 - 250ml £18.95 – bottle £39.95 

France ABV 12.5% 

This wonderful Sancerre delivers layers of citrus 

fruit mingled with stony minerality and herbaceous aromatics 

‘R’ DE RIEUSSEC 2016                    125ml £14.95 - 250ml £28.95  - bottle £59.95  

France ABV 12.5% 

This rare style of wine uses grapes collected from Château Rieussec  

to produce a complex wine brimming with citrus fruits, toasty spice 

a multi-layered finish 
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RED WINE BY THE GLASS  

 

GRAN VERANO CABERNET SAUVIGNON             175ml £5.50 - 250ml £7.50 - bottle £21.50 

Chile ABV 13% 

Jam-packed with ripe black fruit and smoky spice 

GRAN CUVÉE PINOT NOIR                           175ml £5.95 - 250ml £7.50 - bottle £24.50 

France ABV 13% 

This modern style of Pinot Noir lends crunchy red cranberry 

with a touch of violets and subtle smoke 

GRAN CUVÉE CABERNET FRANC                                               175ml £5.95 - 250ml £7.50 - bottle £24.50 

France ABV 13% 

Modern yet still true to its origins, this supple and  

beautifully balanced Cabernet Franc offers crisp red cherry  

with a peppery finish 

MALBEC INACAYAL 2015                                                175ml £6.95 - 250ml £10.95 – bottle £29.95                                            

Argentina ABV 13.5% 

This juicy yet elegant Malbec provides plenty of ripe blackcurrant 

and cocoa notes with a long rich finish 

 

RIOJA CRIANZA                                      175ml £7.95 - 250ml £10.95 - bottle £30.00 

Spain ABV 13.5% 

An approachable Rioja that combines ripe juicy fruit with a  

toasty edge leading to a finish that hints at tobacco and vanilla 

 

THE FOLLOWING WINES ARE SERVED USING CORAVIN TECHNOLOGY WHICH ENABLES US TO 

ACCESS THE WINE WITHOUT REMOVING THE CORK – THIS ENSURES THAT EACH GLASS REACHES THE 

CUSTOMER IN PERFECT CONDTION WITHOUT ANY SIGN OF OXIDATION   

 

LOS VASCOS GRANDE RESERVE 2014                                 125ml £9.50 - 250ml £18.50 - bottle £37.50 

France ABV 12.5% 

The 2nd wine of Los Vascos is a complex Cabernet based wine that pleases 

all with its layered black fruit, subtle spice and seamless structure 

I VERONI CHIANTI RUFINA 2008                                            125ml £10.50 - 250ml £19.95 - bottle £55.00                             

Italy ABV 14%   

Layers of sweet smoke, tomato leaf, rose and violets follow on to 

the palate and mingle with supple tannins and mature fruit. 
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WHITE WINE 

fresh, crisp & aromatic  

 

1           MISTY COVE SAUVIGNON BLANC                                                                                          £30.00 

New Zealand ABV 12.5% 

This is classic Marlborough Sauvignon, no room for subtlety on the  

nose; instead, an explosive array of aromas from lime juice to  

nectarine with a beautifully elegant palate and long lingering finish 

2  GRAN VERANO SAUVIGNON BLANC                                                             £22.95 

Chile ABV 13.5%  

Crisp and aromatic with notes of lemon peel, grapefruit, 

white flowers and lime. In the mouth it’s zippy and fresh 

4  PICPOUL DE PINET                 £25.95 

France ABV 12.5% 

This fashionable varietal possesses crisp citrus and floral notes,  

with lip-smacking acidity and a clean zesty finish. 

5  GRAN VERANO CHARDONNAY               £22.95 

Chile ABV 13% 

This highly expressive Chardonnay boasts an array of rich citrus  

and stone fruit with a textured mouthfeel, a not a trace of oak in sight! 

6  MARSANNE VIOGNIER                 £23.95 

France ABV 12.5% 

A lovely combination of floral and apricot on the nose with a weighty 

mouthfeel and long ripe finish. 

7  CHABLIS DES MARRONNIERS                £39.95 

France ABV 12.5%  

Classically styled with a fine backbone of mineral edged fruit and  

a long steely finish  

8           SANCERRE JEAN THOMAS                                                                  £39.95    

             France ABV 12.5% 

This wonderful Sancerre delivers layers of citrus 

fruit mingled with stony minerality and herbaceous aromatics 
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WHITE WINE 

rounded, complex & elegant   

 

9  BARONESS NADINE 2016                                £47.50 

South Africa ABV 13% 

A complex barrel fermented Chardonnay with ripe citrus and tropical 

fruit leading to a creamy finish with a touch of macadamia  

10 ‘R’ DE RIEUSSEC 2016                    £59.95 

France ABV 12% 

This rare style of wine uses grapes collected from Château Rieussec  

to produce a complex wine brimming with citrus fruits, toasty spice 

a multi-layered finish 

11  POUILLY FUISSÉ 2015                     £45.00 

France ABV 13.5% 

This wine strikes a perfect balance between buttery orchard fruit 

and well integrated acidity  

12         CHABLIS 1ER CRU DAMPT 2013                                                                                     £49.50 

France ABV 13% 

This Chablis has aged gracefully to reveal a perfect balance of 

classic mineral notes intertwined with lime, green apple and oyster shell 

13         POUILLY FUMÉ 2016                                                                                                                  £42.50 

France ABV 13%  

A fresh yet weighty Pouilly Fume with classic stony mineral notes, 

lemon, green apple and a flinty finish. 

14         TEMPRANILLO BIANCO RIOJA VEGA 2016                                                                   £35.00 

Spain ABV 13 % 

This rare grape variety has produced a wonderfully complete wine 

with notes of blanched almonds, ripe pear and peach with a creamy 

mouthfeel and long nutty finish. 

15         PULIGNY MONTRACHET ‘LES HOULIÈRRES’ 2015                                                         £79.95 

France ABV 13% 

From a village responsible for some of the world’s finest white wines 

this vintage combines texture, intensity and balance with a spectrum of 

citrus, pineapple, peach, honey and toast. What a wine! 
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RED WINE  

ripe, soft & fruit filled  

50  GRAN CUVÉE PINOT NOIR 2016                                             £24.50 

France ABV 13% 

This modern style of Pinot Noir lends crunchy red cranberry with a  

touch of violets and subtle smoke 

52  GRAN VERANO CABERNET SAUVIGNON 2014                  £21.50 

Chile ABV 13%  

Jam packed with ripe black fruit and smoky spice 

53  GRAN CUVÉE CABERNET FRANC 2016                        £24.50 

France ABV 13% 

Modern yet still true to its origins, this supple and beautifully balanced  

Cabernet Franc offers crisp red cherry with a peppery finish 

54  LOS VASCOS CABERNET SAUVIGNON 2017                  £29.95 

Chile ABV 14% 

Fresh and supple with abundant black fruit intertwined with sweet spice 

and a delicate smoky edge   

55         FLEURIE BOURONIÈRE 2016                                                                                                 £35.00 

France ABV 13.5%  

Crunchy, light and very easy to drink this typical Fleurie packs 

plenty of crisp redcurrant and red cherry 

56         BOURGOGNE PINOT NOIR 2015                                                                                        £39.95 

France ABV 13% 

Medium bodied and approachable with soft tannins and a core 

of raspberry and blackberry fruit 

57         INTEGER CABERNET SAUVIGNON 2012                                                               £32.50 

South Africa ABV 14% 

Only 12 barrels of this juicy Cabernet are made annually. After a  

few minutes in the glass you’ll find mulberry, charred vanilla and  

chocolate shavings with a dollop of creamy cassis on the palate 

59        RIMAPERE PINOT NOIR 2015                                                                            £49.95 

New Zealand ABV 13.5%  

The latest addition to the Rothschild portfolio, this single vineyard Pinot 

delivers a complex nose of red cherry, roses, tea leaf, and dried herbs. 

61         RIOJA CRIANZA 2014                                 £30.00 

Spain ABV 13% 

An approachable Rioja that combines ripe juicy fruit with a toasty  

edge leading to a finish that hints at tobacco and vanilla  

62         MALBEC INACAYAL 2015                                                            £29.95                                             

kjjjjjjjjjjjjjjjArgentina ABV 13.5% 

This juicy yet elegant Malbec provides plenty of ripe blackcurrant 

and cocoa notes with a long rich finish 
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RED WINE  

rich, layered & complex  

64  COLECCIÓN PINOT NOIR 2014                    £37.50 

Chile ABV 14%  

Less than 400 cases of this incredible Pinot are produced annually, expect 

layers of toasted spice, cranberry, red cherry and leather with a seamless 

mouth feel and long complex finish. A truly fabulous Pinot noir! 

66         BARON CARL ST ÉMILION 2014                                                                                  £47.50 

France ABV 12.5%  

This fleshy claret oozes black cherry & toasty vanilla with a cedar  

infused finish and supple tannins.  

67         CLASSIQUE 2015                                                                                                 £39.95 

South Africa ABV 13.5% 

This Bordeaux blend is lighter on its feet than you may expect with a 

prominent yet not overbearing streak of smoke and spice throughout  

68         AMANCAYA 2015                                                                                                £37.50 

Argentina ABV 14.5% 

Malbec and Cabernet combine to showcase a wine packed full 

of ripe blackberry, cocoa, liquorice and pepper which leads to a chunky 

yet well balanced palate 

69         LOS VASCOS GRANDE RÉSERVE 2014                                                                            £37.50 

Chile ABV 14% 

The 2nd wine of Los Vascos is a complex Cabernet based wine that pleases 

all with its layered black fruit, subtle spice and seamless structure 

70         CHÂTEAU PEYRE LEBADE 2014                                                                                 £39.95 

             France ABV 13.5% 

             This spicy Merlot based claret offers soft tannins with plummy red fruit  

71         I VERONI CHIANTI RUFINA 2008                                                                                     £55.00 

Italy ABV 14%   

Layers of sweet smoke, tomato leaf, rose and violets follow on to 

the palate and mingle with supple tannins and mature fruit. 

72         GRAND CRU ST EMILION TOUR DE YON 2009                                                                      £55.00 

France ABV 14% 

A rich, bold and complex claret with toast, iron fillings and vanilla 

centred around ripe cassis and spicy plum 

73         CHÂTEAU NEUF-DU-PAPE 2014                                                                                    £59.95 

France ABV 13.5% 

This French classic is big, bold, and bursting spicy black fruit with a  

touch of smoke on the finish. 
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74         RIOJA ALBERDI RESERVA 2010                                £49.50 

Spain ABV 13.5% 

A gold medal winner at the IWC, this mature Rioja boasts an incredible 

nose of leather, strawberry, sweet cherry, vanilla and toast with a  

restrained and elegant palate leading to a marathon finish 

75         ESTOLA GRAN RESERVA 2004                    £45.00 

Spain ABV 13.5% 

Fully mature, this Tempranillo & Cabernet blend derives from La Mancha, 

and delivers an array of  aromas from coconut and vanilla to blackberry  

and tobacco with a long spicy finish 

76         COLECCIÓN CARIGNAN 2015                                                                                         £37.50 

Chile ABV 14.5% 

100 year old vines are used to create this limited edition Carignan. For all  

those seeking something delicate stay well away! This brute of wine 

is crammed with wild berries, liquorice, tar, menthol and pepper. 
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RED WINE  

from the Cellar 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

82  CHÂTEAU D’ARMAILHAC 2008                                                                                        £135.00 

France ABV 13% 

A Grand Cru Classé Pauillac with an enticing nose of peppery cassis, 

leather, cedar and earthy blackberry. The palate is measured and 

well-built with a classic cedar infused finish. 

83  LA PASTOURELLE DE CLERC MILON 2009                                                                          £95.00 

France ABV 13.5% 

The 2nd wine of Château Clerc Milon, this robust claret offers up 

ripe cassis with a prominent toasty character and a subtle violet note. 

This Merlot rich claret comes from a single vineyard in Pomerol, the nose 

reveals toasty cedar, red cherry and vanilla which follow on to a silky 

palate with a long concentrated finish.  

84  CHÂTEAU DUHART MILON 2006                                                                                       £225.00 

France ABV 12.5% 

This 4th growth Pauillac has woken from its slumber to showcase a  

classic example of the vineyard; smoky mineral notes, blackberry, 

cedar and graphite precede a rich and concentrated palate. 

85 OPUS ONE 2005                                                                                                                £495.00 

USA ABV 14.5% 

This immense wine showcases generous black fruits, mocha, espresso 

bean, blueberry jam with a marathon finish and succulent texture. 

86  CHÂTEAU D’AGASSAC 2000                                                                                              £69.95 

France ABV 13%  

A wonderful example of mature claret. There’s cigar box, tobacco, leather 

and cedar on the nose with a core of suave black fruit and a long layered  

finish that starts sweet and finishes with earthy notes. 

87  CARO 2015                                                                                                                       £79.50 

Argentina ABV 14.5% 

Power and beauty combine with an intoxicating bouquet of violets, plum 

roasted coffee, chocolate, and liquorice. The palate reaches all corners of 

the palate without overbearing. Iron fist in a velvet glove best describes Caro  

88 BEAUNE 1ER CRU 2003                                                                                                       £85.00 

France ABV 13% 

This is what mature red Burgundy is all about; dusty red fruit, tobacco, 

mushroom, saddle leather and earthy spice. The palate feels effortless  

with great a balance and maturity 
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SWEET WINES & PORT 

23 MOUTON CADET RÉSERVE SAUTERNES 2013                      125ml £8.95 bottle £56.00 

France ABV 12.5% 

This youthful Sauternes punches well above its weight with 

explosive aromas of lime peel, honey, apricot jam, and vanilla. 

The rich palate is tapered by refreshing acidity 

24  TOKAJI PINCEZET 5 PUTTONYOS 2005                         125ml £9.95 bottle £65.00 

Hungary ABV 12% 

Lime marmalade, roasted almonds and orange peel on the nose 

make way for a zippy well balanced palate 

26 POCAS COLHEITA 1992                                                           100ml £11.95 bottle £69.00 

Portugal ABV 20% 

A wonderfully deep nose of roasted walnuts, orange peel, 

coffee and figs with a layered palate and silky mouthfeel 

27 FONSECA LBV UNFILTERED                                                         100ml £7.95 bottle £65.00 

Portugal ABV 20% 

Ripe, rich and packed full of jammy black cherry, menthol, 

dark chocolate and sweet liquorice. 
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HALF BOTTLES & LARGER FORMATS 

304  MUSCADET SÈVRE ET MAINE SUR LIE (37.5CL)                  £15.00 

France ABV 12%  

Plentiful ripe fruit on the nose and palate with the classic 

mineral infused that makes this style so admirable 

78  FLEURIE MADONNE HALF BOTTLE (37.5CL)                  £19.95 

France ABV 13% 

Crunchy red fruit, peppery cherry with a fresh finish 

79  CHAMPAGNE GARDET NV HALF BOTTLE (37.5CL)                            £39.95 

France ABV 12% 

This Pinot Noir rich Champagne lends a fantastic depth of flavour 

with notes of toasted hazelnut balanced against vibrant acidity 

36  WADDESDON MANOR CHAMPAGNE MAGNUM (150CL)           £120.00 

France ABV 12.5% 

Dry with a lovely balance of citrus fruit and toasted brioche 

89  RONAN CLINET MAGNUM 2012 (150CL)           £70.00 

France ABV 13% 

Fruit forward and ripe but not juicy with fresh raspberry,  

blackberry on the nose followed by supple rounded palate. 

90  CHÂTEAU CLARKE MAGNUM 2005(150CL)                £89.95 

France ABV 13% 

This Merlot based serves up a core of blackberry fruit with lashings of  

smoky oak, mocha, vanilla and toast. 

 


